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HEAVENLY TUNED GALAXY

The entire galaxy contains billions of stars. Not just one
or two, and they were found to exist in spherical clusters never
moving in relation to the Earth, but the Earth always moving in
relation to stars. Then, they found out later that the stars rotated
around the center of a galaxy in an outward spiral motion.
While at the center of the galaxy, it was occupied by a super
massive black hole insatiable in appetite for stars, or basically
anything else that got in the way. Even light couldn’t escape this
event!
So regardless of what happened to the stars they were
all destined to be destroyed in the end. Never making it up to the
true God like worlds that lie above this one. In any case, t h e y
w e r e to provide assistance to the human race. This was a job
that was bestowed upon humans of angelic, and godlike form.
They would possess no physical power here on this plane but
only manifest themselves through the thoughts and emotions of
the living.
Stars on the other hand were all powerful in their own
state of existence. All of their energy are what make life possible
here on Earth. Without the light of stars nothing would exist
here at all as far as any form a life was concerned. All there Is,
would be an empty broken shell. Wh e n l o o k i n g around
on the other hand, they were working in harmony with the
fabric of all space in time. All of which is combined into one.
People as a whole do not stand up to the grandeur of a living star.
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Not at all. They are found out to be microscopic specs. Never
even noticeable when compared to the existence of a living star.
T h e magnificence of a human body is completely a n d
u t t e r l y insignificant in nature to its all powerful spirit and
never ending grandeur here in this physical universe. And after
being made aware of this by the divine intervention of God’s
own hand, and bestowed upon angels from heaven in their true
functionality and purpose in a human form. Which is just being
here in the physical realm, and the purpose of the human
species and all of the life on earth would now be transformed
into a heavenly deserved, eternal immortality for the stars. One
that is reminiscent of the mighty grandeur that they hold in this
physical universe.Then, upon learning of this and having been
made capable of doing just that, the stars in the universe had
then created a nuclear charged crystal set power box known by
the human race only as the interloper. They did this only to
become one with space and time, and serve as the spiritual
catalyst for the human race in all its existence.
The same one that now join heaven and earth with the
stars in the sky allowing the stars the ability to possess a body
and exist in a human state while still being allowed by the angels
in heaven to exist in the human state. They would only be
allowed to do this through the power of a machine that was
designed by God and ordained by the angels in heaven.The
schematic for this machine was written by the scribe in the
stars themselves because they alone possessed the sheer ability
to supply the totally immense amount of power it would take to
make one of these gravitational orbs come to life! They were
handed down from the angels to human children who were
picked by The Star Gods themselves. Ones that would still have
the greatest advantages possible made of what it takes to be able
to actually succeed in having the ability to live in this world and
not of it with all of the abilities of a physical body. Or that of
possessing the body of a human child.
One that would be made to be immortal, magical, and
undeniably powerful in every way! The Stars would do this in
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order to have the ability to perform rituals that would be
necessary in giving the plans for a sacred Oracle or Temple.
One that would be completely surrounded by the statues of the
Gods and built with the accuracy that was backed up with gold!
In order to perform the ritual that was to be made in this
temple for The Zodiac Star Gods in this universe, those who
were 12 strong. A ch ild of pu rit y pr ov id e d for each and
every sign of the zodiac who’s body’s would’ve also been
manifested into physical reality by way of the imitation and
emulation of the human and animal existence of The World.
Those souls which, up until now only existed in the
minds of God alone and in this new temple of redemption was a
statue of Ra. The Sun God that would’ve been summoned by a
human child of purity and perfection. A body that in and of itself
would’ve been self-evident in its awareness of abilities needed
to contain the power of The Sun God. Ra himself!This child of
purity had to be young enough so that the body of this child
had not been through puberty yet but was also old enough to be
strong and healthy in every way. Mind, body, and soul. So, in
order for them to channel that much energy into a positive
human shell that was to be stripped of its occupant and after
the construction of the machine was completed, it was to be
designed by God and endowed with the power of the stars to
hold a God like mentality that would be possessed by these extra
terrestrial, star like entities.
The heavenly creation of God’s own blessing. That of an,
“Angel Child” which would’ve been reanimated with the mind,
and body of a child, the spirit of an angel, and the soul of the
stars! Before The Sun God Ra could finish the construction of
The Machine of Redemption in The Temple of The Sun, it first
must be built by passing the rights of the spiritual ritual to take
place in this Holy Temple of Twelve. It would’ve been
performed during the same Sun God of the Egyptian ritual that
was to be held in a temple on the mount. A t emple built 90
days before his Ceremony would occur. A ceremony passing 3
cycles under the fullness of the lunar moon on the same day as
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the fall equinox. This is where the fullness of the harvest moon
was at its height and the ritual that would take place during the
night would be consecrated during the day time at sunrise. The
Light Bearer and the stars in the sky were breaking the total
darkness of outer space by bringing the entire universe into
the reminiscence of its own spiritual light!
This machine was to be called the Center Top Box
because it has 48 boxed sides that were put together in a fashion
that created a 48 sided sphere with 64 corners and pinnacles to
be at its disposal. The Center Top Box, made up of 12 sets of 4
crystalline pyramids that were made out of a silica sand crystal
which was jointed together on all four triangular sides lined up
perfectly together lying flat against one another and loosely
fitted into a tight cluster of 4 pyramids. 4 triangles and one
square side for each pyramid making each pyramid a true
pyramid with all of their sides sloping downward at a 51-degree
angle. All 12 sets fit together one next to the other forming the
center core with a ring of 4 more clusters on top and on bottom
creating a sphere of triangles forming an asymmetrical globe
o f 48 flat square sides like a 48 sided rolling die.
Everything left enough room at the center of the sphere
to allow for an element. Any element would do. All they needed
to do was have something in the center that would resonate at
the central core. This would’ve been known as The Catalyst
because every element, or combination of elements were made
up certain sets of molecules. These molecules when working
together or when working apart from one another would vibrate
at its core sending off a certain resonation. There would’ve been
a cage of sorts. One that would surround the sphere holding it
together allowing the pinnacles to all have an opening. A circular
opening where the cage came together at the edges of the sphere
leaving room for the pinnacles to fit through.
Now with the sphere standing straight up on one of its 4
sided edges or one of its 64 pointed pinnacles by using a special
diamond cut with the cut a clarity of near perfect shape focusing
the energy of the sun through this resonation into one single
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point. That filtered the light through this sphere where the laser
beam no bigger than the width of a human hair was visible
While shooting out through the center of The Interloper in all of
the 62 corners they grew together rotating in the gyroscope in all
directions.
The one pinnacle that was at the bottom of the exact
opposite side that was designed for it to spin on like a top. This
represented the central core of the object. E ncapsulated in a
gyroscope, and on the outside of that there would’ve been an
outer casing perfectly round and made of an golden alloy chosen
for its light weight and heat and electrical conductive properties
on the outside. On the inside it would’ve resembled a spherical
geode that could’ve been dug from a crystal garden. Perfect
mirrors reflecting the light coming out of all 62 pinnacles in a
ricochet fashion back down into the flat surfaces of the
pyramids which made up the central core.
Once the central core was encased in the outer core
there would’ve been a southern or south pole. A circular shaft
holding a gyroscope on the inside of it and then the central core
which would’ve been mounted into the metal cage so it could
spin in all 720 directions at the same time having its polar shaft
permanently embedded in the bottom pinnacle of the central
core which was hooked to a fly wheel. When the fly wheel spun
the gyroscope at a certain speed and the light of the sun was
focused through the top the element at the core on the
innermost side of the Center Top Box the quartz crystals would
vibrate the sun’s rays at the same rate as the element in the
middle, and a wave of energy would shoot out the bottom
pinnacle of the Center Top Box vibrating a carbon ingot into
whatever the element inside the inner core was.
Say for instance, if you put gold into the center of the
Center Top Box the carbon ingot or better known as lead would
turn into gold. Besides that, if you were to put your hand over
the globe with nothing at its core it would enable through the
focus of a well cut diamond created using the Center Top Box
gathering the light of a far of star only visible at night.
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Once focused on the home star or base star or the center
of a constellation and the machine had been started up by using
the centrifuge the light body or aura of that person would begin
to vibrate at the same rate as the core and by using the negative
charge of a star attracted to and absorbed by the positive charge.
One that flows directly through the human body by giving it
warmth and protection against the physical realms of the outer
worlds that exist beyond time and expansion.
But first, they had to make the inner workings of this 48
sided crystal set power box. That could only be accomplished
with the divinity of the stars themselves following the directions
and the blessings of an angel. One that could only be given by an
angel to a human of purity. This purity could only be achieved by
studying the heavens of the starry sky on a clear night with no
moon. An angel would visit a person chosen by the stars to be
endowed with the schematics and makeup of the Center Top
Box through the whispering of an angel.
Not all humans have the ability to speak with angels but
with the polarity and power granted by the star’s certain
individuals were able to hear frequencies that others could not.
Now, given the ability to speak with an angel it was left up to
the angel to decipher the code of the stars played out by God at
the beginning of time sealing the fate of the physical realms of
existence in the worlds of creation that were listed between the
interaction layout, distances, gravitational forces, planets and all
other aspects of the heavens of Earth and sky. Then, a pattern
was formed. First to be decided upon and identified were the
constellations and through the guidance of the angels in heaven
they could pinpoint how for this special someone would control
the power vested in that constellation of stars.
Twelve stars. One for each constellation. Diagrammed
after all the relevant distances of the stars were found to be in
alignment with one another. Then after being numbered by
leaders of the zodiac who c r e a t e d a brand new pattern. One
that would zigzag across the universes and universe studying
the gravitational pull based on the size of each individual star
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that was created by the size, weight, attraction, temperature,
relative position, and orbit through the center of the universe.
By doing this they were able to be seen as a gigantic globe with
parallel lines intersecting over and over again at all angles until a
pattern started to emerge. This pattern was made to be used for
a schematic for The Center Top Box. A schematic that had the
makeup, cut, clarity, and components that were needed for it to
be made from. Turns out that the central core was made of a
crystal pyramid with 4 triangle sides and one square bottom. 12
in fact.
All of them needing to be produced with the tools and
accuracy that was brought down from the heavens with the
power and stability of a fully functioning star person. One to be
endowed with the vibrations of a human shell created when
earth’s sun was pouring down inside the temple. Built and that
formed the shape of a giant obelisk. All the while angels used
the powers of healing that was granted them when the physical
universe allowed the easily tunable reflection of the golden
child’s aura which was creating enough power and vibration
that would allow this to happen one time through God’s own
power in order to come to life!
This would enable the sun god Ra to finally continue on
once again in human form. He had achieved this position before
but only vicariously through the position of marble statues that
had been anointed in his behalf and guided by priests who were
endowed with a knowledge that was handed down from the
heavens unto man through oracles or people who could
communicate with angels. Those of the soon to be living, or
those creatures of the dead. They would put a marble obelisk
statue on a basalt pedestal in the center of an open air temple. One
that was made of 64 stone pillars of granite. Arranged at all 8
corners and all 8 flat sides of the octagon shape. Row after
row of open air granite pillars beat down with the beams that
stretched across the top of the pillars on each side in a circular
fashion. Until it was occupied on all 8 sides by 4 rows of pillars
that were encompassing the landmark in a circular fashion.
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When looked down upon from above it looked like a spider web
on an 8 corner, 8 sided web pointing in all 8 directions of the
compass the south, east, west, and in all directions to the north.
Through magnets, a n d magnetic stones located at the
base of this obelisk which put itself in motion. A rotation at its
base that was caused by it floating on a very thin layer of water
separating and buffering the magnets that were submerged in
the shallow pools of water that were stacked up against it like
the circling of a needle of a compass would. In a fashion that
captured the sun’s rays on any day of that year.
This would allow the gamma rays and the radiation
of the sun to penetrate through the Earth’s crust at night. Then,
at night they would do it by way of water wells that the temple
was to be built on. Water wells that the stone pillar structure
was built on which provided the ability to collect the sun’s
energy late at night on the other side of planet Earth. This was
allowed to happen due to the orbital position of the rotation
around the sun, and shimmering pools of water.
So the temple also needed to be built over a naturally
occurring water well in order to produce this type of condition.
The obelisk itself would’ve been capped at its top by what
seemed to be a crystal prism standing on top of the obelisk
stone statue with all of its angles cut at a shallower depth
than basalt marble statues that it rested on. That, and the
shimmering pools of naturally occurring spring water gave of
the frequency of the gravitational vibratory rates that the stone
pillars were finally given to the ability of the priests to attune
their vibrations to.
One statue for each level of the zodiac. All formed by the
stars in the heavens by using the sun’s energy at night giving it
the 8 sided shape. At the peak of the summer solstice though
when the sun is at its height on that very day at that very
moment the sun rested directly over the head of the obelisk it
was in this process that they could provide the temple with
enough power from the sun on the longest day of the year and in
accordance with its relative position to the sun and Earth at the
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same time as the sun’s rays split by the prism that was located at
the top of the obelisk statue. Focusing this transformed beam of
light into light rays pointing to all points in outward directions
simultaneously.
Now, 12 statues encircled 12 foot obelisk. 3 statues on
all 4 sides of the temple running in a circle around the fountain
head and its pool of water circling it outwards on all sides. With
this energy the ancients thought that it would bring the stone
statue to life because of its ability to resonate at the same level as
the sun. So to these ancients, it didn’t matter what the variation
or time of day it was. Or what season that it was at the time that,
one of these statues would be given this type of resonation. Only
to this would they pray.
This is where The Golden Child Rebecca would
receive her initiation in place of The Obelisk Temple in order to
be one with The Inner Dragon Tartugoud who was created by
the passions in the minds of man. Returning them to the their
rightful home. One which was in the heavens and with the
angels above. The did this at the same time as the 12 rulers
of the stars would be given an initiation of their own. One that
would allow them to finally be able to become a physically adept
person …
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THE UNACCOUNTED FOR ECONOMY

Positively charged Aries, Gemini, Leo, Libra, Sagittarius,
and Aquarius, were all transferred into a man’s body whereas
the feminine sign of Taurus, Cancer, Virgo, Scorpio, Capricorn,
and Pisces occupied a feminine or women body. Giving Ra the
power to become a dragon. This dragon is a mystical being. It
doesn’t exist except beyond that of the physical plane. It can
only travel into the dream world of mankind. Whole worlds that,
in and of themselves still wield the ancient inner powers of the
Astrological Zodiac which melds into one three planes of the
universal makeup. This, along with the positive, negative, and
neutral forces governs the lives of the human and animal species
from the inside out. Effecting every living thing on Earth with the
elemental forces that operate separately. The totality of the
physical that represents the makeup of the stars!
Now without the ability to naturally procreate star beings
into something other than a residual existence here on this
earthly plane, stars now lacked the ability to supply every star
consciousness with the position of being in a human body at
this time.. Or even that of an animal existence because of the
lack of combinations for silica crystals to form. The same
combinations that make up of the inner core of the Center Top
Box. Spinning endlessly in the face of human life with only the
vibratory reception of the 12 star people in question, which
leaves them to experience no freedom of choice at all and an all
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around negatively charged individual energy that now make
everybody. The individual self. The stars act and communicate
as a whole. That of being One .So in order for them to stabilize
the world economy they had to decide what was going to be fair
for everybody. A new fundamentally sound economic system of
transactions had to be created. This was decided by royalty in an
attempt to bring prosperity and curb the lawlessness that had
been bestowed up the human race.
Hadn’t the angels not done enough? Without their help
would the human race become when left to its own devices?
They could never get along, and had to be physically intervened
upon by a super human civilization who’s only interest now was
in finding a way to create a flesh and blood creature. One that
would be a hollow vessel who was not yet endowed with living
creature, or another race of man. One that could possibly be
given the breath of life but also it would be one that could be
manufactured. Incubated if you will. For this they would need
the knowledge of genetics, and someone who could still
communicate with the dead. Communicate with the dead
because they had the knowledge of passing on. If they could
bridge that gap between the two diminutions of the living and
that of the dead a symbiotic race could prosper in heaven as well
as on earth sending the human condition of life after life and
death after death into the symbiotic purgatory that could satisfy
the death of a star.
Then, at that point it could be allowed to move on
through the worlds of time and space into that of truly being. All
the while holding onto the powers of life and death, energy and
knowledge, creation and destruction. Together, they operated
through the same power house of reality that created the worlds
that lie below. Ones that were cast into the making of an
eternal abyss made up of darkness and a blinding hot white
light. In other words, to challenge the position of God and put
all of life into a single unity destroying individual soul. That of
which is the eternal individual self. Combining everything into a
single nuclear type family of being here in the physical realm.
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The same individual self that is in so much disharmony
with the pure positive force making up the stars, and negative
nothingness making up the vacuum of outer space. The void that
is causing so much detriment to the stars filling in the black
holes at the center of the galaxies. B y using the scientific
principles that make up the Center Top Box and considering
that the outline for such device is already laid down in the
formations and linear qualities ma k ing up the galaxy as a
whole.
Now, they must find a way to spin stars in the galaxy as
if in a gyroscope rotating around a black hole that is perched so
cleverly at the center of the galaxy. Sealing off polarity keeping
the galaxy in flattened type orbit that is rotating with the ever
present pattern of destruction pulling everything down into the
clockwise abyss. This had left a void of energy at the center of
the galaxy that was surrounded on all sides by the spinning
atomic force that is included in all stars. Creating and eventually
imploding.
One that would bring all stars together as one allowing
them to operate separately from this negative void etched so
seamlessly into time and space. This would leave only matter.
That of a pure energy that has a fully developed consciousness of
the physical reality making up what is only light and life in this
world. Encompassing the void. Polarizing it and constantly
rotating in all 360 directions forming each galaxy into a physical
being that is now surrounded by other galaxies. Completing the
outcome of the physical universe and making each galaxy into a
living entity.
This process was impossible to accomplish when
working only with negative void of outer space exceeding into
nothingness. Now, they must find a way to activate the universe
through the Inner channels. Forcing gods hand into forming a
rotation of the universe. The same way the Center Top Box
did. Meanwhile, planets had to be discovered. New worlds of
continents, surrounded by vast oceans of sustainable water able
to sustain life, because they would need this if they wanted to
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